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1Towards Improving Skeletons in Eden∗
Mercedes Hidalgo-Herreroa, Yolanda Ortega-Malle´nb, Fernando Rubiob
aDept. Dida´ctica de las Matema´ticas, Universidad Complutense de Madrid, Spain
bDept. Sistemas Informa´ticos y Programacio´n, Universidad Complutense de Madrid, Spain
The functional language Eden facilitates a skeleton-based methodology for parallel programming.
A key point in the efficiency of parallel programs is the distribution of computation among processes.
In Eden, this is closely related to its order of evaluation. We describe here an ongoing project
whose purpose is to use a prototype implementation of Eden’s operational semantics to investigate
how alternative evaluation models may either improve or make worse the behavior of the skeletons
implemented in Eden.
1. Introduction
The functional parallel language Eden has proven to be highly suitable for a programming method-
ology based on algorithmic skeletons, with the double advantage that skeletons can be implemented
and used within the same language. Eden’s library provides a rich set of skeletons covering many
common parallel patterns such as parallel map, parallel divide-and-conquer, parallel search, and
others, as well as typical process topologies like pipelines, grids, rings, and so on [6,14,7,8]. The
programmer can either directly use these, or modify them before its use in order to fit better his
needs; or even create new skeletons, thus extending the collection.
It is also clear that Eden does not compete for optimal speedups. On the contrary, Eden’s strength
lies in its higher programming productivity, being its motto: acceptable speedups at low effort.
The effectiveness of the use of skeletons depends heavily on the actual implementation of these.
Therefore, the majority of skeleton-oriented approaches use low-level languages for the implemen-
tation of their skeletons; this should produce accurate and highly efficient implementations, but
reduces the flexibility and versatility of the approach, as the set of skeletons usually is fixed. By
contrast, Eden offers the possibility of implementing and using skeletons for parallel programming,
by considering them as polymorphic higher-order functions. The Eden programmer can choose the
process topology and the task granularity, but cannot decide on matters like the placement of pro-
cesses in processors, or the load balancing strategy. Thus, the efficiency of Eden’s skeletons depends
on the actual implementation of Eden, that is conditioned by the semantics of the language.
In the present project we desire to investigate alternative semantics for Eden in order to analyze
the consequences of some of the decisions adopted during the language design, and in particular
how they affect the implementation of skeletons in Eden. For this purpose, it is extremely useful to
have a framework where Eden’s operational semantics can be easily programmed and that provides
mechanisms to reflect changes in the semantics with small effort.
Eden extends the functional language Haskell [13] with coordination features for creating pro-
cesses with stream-based communication. As a lazy language, Haskell adopts a normal orden of
evaluation, avoiding repeated computations by sharing reductions. This lazy approach restricts the
exploitation of parallelism because expressions are evaluated only under demand. Therefore, Eden
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2overrides the pure lazy approach, combining a non-strict functional application with eager process
creation and eager communication. This may produce speculative computation, i.e. the calculation
of results that may never be used. The amount of speculative computation produced during the eval-
uation of an Eden program is variable, depending on the number of processors, the speed of basic
operations, etc.
The interplay between laziness and eagerness in Eden is precisely established by its operational
semantics [3,8]. We are presently developing an interpreter of Eden’s operational semantics [4]
with the following two main characteristics: (1) different evaluation models for the semantics can
be reflected in the implementation with small modifications, and (2) several measures (parallelism,
speculative computation, communications) can be taken by modifying some parameters of the se-
mantics.
This interpreter is being implemented in Maude [10,2], a specification language where semantic
rules can be represented as rewriting rules; and a strategy language [9] is used for controlling the
application of the rules.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief overview of Eden and its
semantics. Section 3 explains the parallel Divide-and-Conquer skeleton and its implementation in
Eden. This skeleton is quite simple, but sufficient for showing the kind of analysis that we want
to do in the future with more sophisticated skeletons that involve Eden’s constructs (streams, dy-
namic channels, merge process, etc.) that are still to be included in our interpreter. The last section
discusses future work.
2. A quick excursion to Eden
We have already mentioned that Eden [1,8] extends the non-strict functional language Haskell
with a set of coordination features to control parallel evaluation of processes. Coordination in Eden
is based on two principal concepts: explicit definition of processes and implicit stream-based com-
munication [5]. In the same way as there is a distinction between function definition and function
application, Eden includes process abstractions, i.e. abstract schemes for process behavior, and pro-
cess instantiations for the actual creation of processes.
Moreover, nondeterminism is introduced explicitly in Eden by means of a predefined process
abstraction which is used to instantiate nondeterministic processes that fairly merge several input
streams into a single output stream.
For the purpose of this paper we just concentrate on Eden’s essentials, which are captured by the
untyped λ-calculus whose abstract syntax is given in Figure 1, where x ∈ Var represents identifiers
and E ∈ Exp represents expressions.
E ::= x identifier
| λx.E λ-abstraction
| E1E2 application
| E1#E2 process instantiation
| let {xi = Ei}ni=1 in E local declaration
Figure 1. Eden core syntax
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3When evaluating the expression E1#E2 inside a process p, a new child process q is created which
is feeded by its parent process, p, with the value of E2 via an input channel. Process q evaluates
E1 E2 and returns the result (to its parent) via an output channel. The diagram in Figure 2 illustrates
this behavior.
p E1#E2−→
p
6E1E2?E2
q
Figure 2. Process creation in Eden
When designing Eden there was great discussion about how to distribute computation between
a parent process and its children. In the one extreme the parent would advance as much work
as possible, so that every dependent variable of the child process body (or abstraction) should be
bound to a weak head normal form (whnf) before creating the child process. But this may lead to a
poor parallelization, where a process has to do too much computation before delegating work to a
subordinate process. In the other extreme —we could say the “laziest”— the parent would pass on
all the work to its offspring, so that for an expression E1#E2, the argument E2 would be evaluated by
the parent, while the process abstraction E1 as well as the application, E1E2, would be evaluated by
the new-born child. This may lead to repeated calculations, because certain subexpressions may get
evaluated independently by several children of the same parent (as it will illustrated by the example
in Section 3). But this can be easily avoided by the programmer, by forcing the evaluation in the
parent of these common subexpressions. Therefore, the latter option has been adopted for Eden
and its actual implementation, and has been reflected in the operational semantics presented in [8].
Nevertheless, we are interested in analyzing other options; specifically those combinations that are
gathered in Figure 3, where EC (evaluation before copy) stands for the possibility of evaluating every
needed binding before being copied to the initial heap of a newly created process (or the receiver
process in the case of a communication); IC (instantiation copy) represents the copy of bindings
from one process to another corresponding to pending process instantiations; and PAE (process
abstraction evaluation) indicates the alternatives for the evaluation of a process abstraction in the
case of an instantiation: either by the parent process, or by the child.
In the next section we discuss how these combinations affect the behavior of skeletons; in partic-
ular, the parallel Divide-and-Conquer scheme.
3. A first case study: Parallel Divide-and-Conquer
As a first case of our analysis we have chosen the parallel Divide-and-Conquer skeleton, a paral-
lelization of the well-known sequential programming scheme. Apart from its simplicity, the main
reason for choosing this one is its task parallel nature; i.e. it is based on the decomposition of a task
into several subtasks to be done in parallel, in contrast to data parallel skeletons, where the same
operation is applied in parallel to portions of data distributed between processors. The evaluation
alternatives for Eden that we have mentioned in the previous section (and that are summarized in
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4EC IC PAE
1 yes yes parent
2 yes no parent
3 yes yes child
4 yes no child
5 no yes child
6 no no child
Figure 3. Evaluation alternatives
Figure 3) should have a bigger impact on task parallel skeletons, because they affect the work to be
done by each process.
Another reason for starting with this skeleton is that it can be easily implemented by creating a
dynamic tree of processes where each process is connected to its parent. This hierarchical topology
matches perfectly with the process creation and communication mechanisms in Eden, while other
skeletons involve special topologies (like pipelines, rings or grids) that are far better implemented in
Eden by using dynamic channels2.
Next we express the Divide-and-Conquer scheme in the restricted syntax given in Figure 1. First
we give the sequential version for a split into two subproblems; afterwards we show a straightforward
parallel version where every subproblem causes the creation of a process to resolve it.
dc = (\trivial.(\solve.(\split.(\combine.(\x.
(let
subpr = (split x)
sol1 = (((((dc trivial) solve) split) combine) (fst subpr))
sol2 = (((((dc trivial) solve) split) combine) (snd subpr))
in (cond (iszero (trivial x))
(((combine x) sol1) sol2)
(solve x))
))))))
dc_par = (\trivial.(\solve.(\split.(\combine.(\x.
(cond (iszero (trivial x))
(let
subpr = (split x)
sol1 = (((((dc_par trivial) solve) split) combine) # (fst subpr))
sol2 = (((((dc_par trivial) solve) split) combine) # (snd subpr))
in (((combine x) sol1) sol2))
(solve x))
)))))
In practice, it is more efficient to stop the parallel unfolding before trivial cases are reached; there-
fore we also present a version where a parameter depth determines the maximum level allowed for
creating children.
2Even though it is possible to create the same topologies without using dynamic channels [12], it is much more compli-
cated and inefficient.
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5dc_par_lim = (\depth.(\trivial.(\solve.(\split.(\combine.(\x.
(cond (iszero depth)
(((((dc2 trivial) solve) split) combine) x)
(cond (iszero (trivial x))
(let
subpr = (split x)
d1 = ((sub depth) one)
sol1 = (((((dc_par_lim d1 trivial) solve) split) combine) # (fst subpr))
sol2 = (((((dc_par_lim d1 trivial) solve) split) combine) # (snd subpr))
in (((combine x) sol1) sol2))
(solve x)))
))))))
In the coding we have used functions like cond (conditional), fst (first) and snd (second) for
extracting tuple components, one, zero, iszero and sub (subtract) that can be easily defined in
a λ-calculus (see for instance [11]).
3.1. Discussion on evaluation alternatives
One key design decision for Eden was how to deal with free variables occurring in expressions
that should be exported from one process to another —for instance, when creating a new process,
or when communicating abstractions—. The alternatives (column EC in Figure 3) are either to
evaluate these variables before being copied, or to copy the corresponding evaluation subgraph in
the “receiver”. The latter may lead to repeat some computations, as it is illustrated with the help of
the Divide-and-Conquer skeletons given above. Let us concentrate on the subexpressions
(((((dc_par trivial) solve) split) combine) # (fst subpr))
(((((dc_par trivial) solve) split) combine) # (snd subpr))
and
((((((dc_par_lim depth_1) trivial) solve) split) combine) # (fst subpr))
((((((dc_par_lim depth_1) trivial) solve) split) combine) # (snd subpr))
contained in dc par and dc par lim respectively. The variables depth 1, trivial, solve,
split, and combine are free in each subprocess abstraction. If they are required to be evalu-
ated before the creation of a subprocess, then the evaluation of all these variables is carried out by
the parent process and it is done only once. However, if the evaluation is left to the children, the
computation is done twice.
On the other hand, the process abstractions
((((dc_par trivial) solve) split) combine)
and
(((((dc_par_lim depth_1) trivial) solve) split) combine)
might be bound to a variable in the corresponding let-expression. The relevance of this modification
depends on the semantics of the language. The options are gathered in Figure 4; let us analyze them:
1. In this first case the amount of repeated computation is minimized because the abstraction is
evaluated once.
2. The evaluation of the abstraction is repeated by each child. In this case it does not matter
whether the abstraction is bound to a variable or not.
3. Since the abstraction is not bound to a variable it will be evaluated twice by the parent process.
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6Bound to Process abstraction
variable evaluation
1 Yes Parent
2 Yes Child
3 No Parent
4 No Child
Figure 4. Process abstraction binding and evaluation
4. The evaluation in this last case coincides with that of the second case.
The evaluation of a process abstraction either by the parent or by the children may influence in
the speed of evaluation. If the process is created without waiting for the evaluation of the abstrac-
tion, then this can be evaluated simultaneously with the expression corresponding to the child input
channel, i.e. (fst subpr) in our example.
We finish our discussion by remarking that in this example it is irrelevant whether instantiations
are copied from one process to another or not (column IC in Figure 3) because there is no interde-
pendence between the abstractions sol1 and sol2.
4. Future work
We have given a first step in our project to analyze the way skeletons are affected by different
semantics choices for Eden. However, this analysis has only been made from a theoretical point of
view because the actual implementation of Eden’s semantics in Maude presents some problems of
efficiency that impede us, at the moment, to extract useful measures for our examples. Therefore,
our work is still in a preliminary state.
We intend to make a thorough analysis of the different semantic approaches by executing pro-
grams based on the skeletons presented in [7]. In order to develop this task, the kernel of Eden
presented in this paper needs to be extended. First of all, we have to include streams to represent
unbounded communication channels; afterwards, we shall consider dynamic channels, in order to
specify more directly non-hierarchical topologies. Finally, we will introduce non-determinism for
expressing many-to-one communication, that is essential in many parallel applications, like for in-
stance, in clients-server models.
The analysis will be based on measures of computation such as the number of computation steps,
the amount of communication carried out, the number of processes in the final system or the (max-
imal) amount of thread parallelism that are already included in our Eden interpreter implemented
in Maude. In the Divide-and-Conquer skeleton it is easy to work out the number of processes that
are created. However, some other measures cannot be obtained unless the computation is effectively
made. These measures will help us to analyze the advantages and drawbacks of each semantical
option and elucidate whether there is an optimal approach.
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